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Introduction
In this paper, we describe a new dataset created from the first 18,000 accounts held in the Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank (EISB), which began accepting deposits in New York City on September 30, 1850. The savings data have been linked, where possible, to U.S. passenger records and to U.S. census data to produce a rich dataset with a wealth of information about the depositors, including the specifics of their savings behavior, precise birthplace and place of residence in the United States, and some of their vital and demographic characteristics. In addition to telling us more about savings behavior in the past, these data should improve scholars' understanding of Americans' (and especially immigrants') savings behavior, immigrant adaptation and socio-economic mobility in the mid-nineteenth century United States.
A large majority of EISB depositors were immigrants, mostly recent arrivals from Ireland in the aftermath of the Great Famine that began in 1846.
These Irish-born depositors were clearly not a random sample of all Irish immigrants arriving in the United States, but the eight thousand or so who landed from 1846 to 1854 and subsequently opened EISB accounts come fairly close to representing a cross-section of the New York's Famine immigrants, with a slight underrepresentation of unskilled workers, a slight overrepresentation of business owners, and a significant overrepresentation of peddlers (compare Ó Gráda 2001, 239) . Moreover, the birth county distribution of the EISB account-holders arriving during the Famine is very similar to that of all Irish immigrants arriving in New York from 1846 to 1854 (comparing data in Anbinder and McCaffrey 2015 with those in the database; see too (Ó Gráda 2001, 233-34) .
Many intriguing details about these account-holders can be gleaned from the database. For example, account-holder 2057, forty year-old Timothy Leary, a native of Killarney in Country Kerry, arrived in New York City on the Washington in March 1852 with his thirty-five year-old wife Ellen Touhy, also from Killarney. They lived with their four children at 20 Roosevelt Street in the heavily Irish Fourth Ward near the East River waterfront. We know their children's, their siblings', and their parents' names and where they were living, if still alive; we know that Timothy and Ellen opened a joint account at the EISB on 10 May 1852, and that they closed it on 8 May 1855. Leary made his living as a peddler; he and Ellen deposited $24 (a sum that would have taken a common laborer in the northeastern U.S. at least a month to earn at the time) on the day they opened their account, but their balance had grown to $314.39 by 27 January 1854. There was $299.09 still on deposit when they closed their account in May 1855. Timothy Leary's only sibling, a sister, lived in Ireland in 1852, but Ellen had a brother and sister in New York-neither seems to have had accounts at the EISB (compare Carothers and Casey 2014; Clarke 2014; Padian 2016) .
The appeal of such data to genealogists will be obvious (see Rich 2001; Casey 2013) . Given the wealth of information that the EISB archive provides on birthplace in Ireland and residence in New York City, however, the database can also enrich the academic literature on Irish and Irish-American history on several fronts. They can add much that is new about which Irish emigrated to the U.S., where they came from in Ireland, where they settled, and how they adapted to life in their new homes. While most of the Irish in the database arrived in 1847 or later, the information on those who arrived before the Great Famine is especially precious, as scholars have heretofore had almost no hard data on where preFamine Irish immigrants originated. Pre-Famine immigrants were, of course, likely to be older than the more recent arrivals when they opened their Emigrant Bank accounts, but it remains to be seen whether their saving patterns differed from those of the Famine immigrants for other reasons too. For example, one can compare depositors born after 1820 and arriving before 1846 with those born after 1820 but arriving at the height of the Famine, in 1847 or 1848. The latter, not surprisingly, made smaller opening deposits than the former, and the earlier emigrants accumulated slightly more on average.
The EISB data offer an antidote to traditional stereotypes of the Irish Famine immigrant as mired in poverty in the slums of Five Points and other impoverished immigrant enclaves across North America. It suggests that even the poorest immigrants were keen to save and often able to accumulate substantial sums-even those who had recently arrived virtually penniless from the remotest corners of Ireland were able to do so far more often than one would expect. While these findings are not necessarily surprising (see Anbinder 2012) , preliminary analysis of the spatial dimensions of these data through GIS mapping adds important new dimensions to our understanding of the Famine immigration and its financial implications. Mapping the depositors by Irish parish of birth over the course of the pre-Famine and Famine years reveals some expected variation but also surprising continuity in the regional origins of emigrants. Both the number of Irish emigrants leaving for New York and their ability to save once they got there varied not only from Irish county to county, but also varied enormously even within each county. Our findings also suggest that social networks probably played an even more important role in the Irish emigration experience, and in particular their ability to save, than scholars have previously appreciated.
Describing the Data
Savings banks were established in the early part of the nineteenth century in Scotland, Ireland, England and the U.S.
1 The first American savings banks were set up in 1816 in Boston and Philadelphia; the Bank for Savings in the City of New York followed in 1819 (Olmstead 1976; Ó Gráda, 2001) . Six more savings banks were chartered in New York before the Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank opened in 1850, and the EISB was one of twelve to begin operations in the city in that decade. Classic accounts of the early history of savings banks and their depositors in the U.S. include Payne and Davis (1956), Fishlow (1961) , Olmstead (1976) , and Alter, Goldin, and Rotella (1994) . anti-immigrant and anti-Catholic prejudice. The society also had experience of funneling remittances back to Ireland, giving it some expertise in the handling of large sums of money (Casey 2006, 306; Ó Gráda 2001, 229; Shiels, 2015 The test books of the bank have generated a lode of detailed personal information about each depositor for the database, including exceedingly detailed information on their townland, civil parish, and county of birth in Ireland, the name of the ship that brought them to America, the date it arrived, and their ports of embarkation and debarkation.
We also searched for the depositors in other historical sources, including ship manifests, census records, death registers, and newspaper news and obituary accounts. As a result, we have added to the bank data variables such as year of birth, marital status, occupation, and place of residence in 1850, 1855, 1860, and 1870. We did not have the resources to research thoroughly each of the 15,700 unique depositors, but we were able to search for additional information on 79% of the 10,800 Irish-born bank customers. We found information (including occupation and address) from 1860 or later for 27% of those for whom we searched (and 24% of all Irish-born depositors, allowing us to judge the extent to which changes in occupation, place of residence, or marital status may have contributed to the depositors' ability (or inability) to save. For the depositors from the Irish province of Ulster, we have also added our best guess as to whether each one was a Catholic or a Protestant, basing our inference on their surnames and given names (and how often those names in those counties were listed as Protestant or Catholic in the 1901 and 1911 Irish censuses). Finally, we have also created a "Transactions Database" containing every deposit, withdrawal, and interest payment (and the date of these transactions) made in 20% of the 18,000 accounts for which the deposit ledgers are extant. We have already made much of the data publicly available at Harvard's Dataverse website. 4 In due course, the entire database will be placed there.
Constructing the Dataset
While all banks in the 1850s requested personal information from customers when they opened accounts, the EISB collected much more than most, perhaps due to its connections with the Irish Emigrant Society and its interest in assisting recent immigrants. In addition to recording the name and address of depositors and their occupations, the Emigrant's secretaries also asked customers to provide their exact place of birth, the names of their parents (including mother's maiden name) and their whereabouts, the depositors' date of arrival in the United States, the name of the ship that carried them to America, their port of departure and arrival, the name of their spouse (including wife's maiden name), the names and whereabouts of their siblings, and the names of their children. All this information is recorded in the test books and our transcription of this information appears in the Depositor File. The information was not uniformly recorded for all accounts, as some bank employees demanded more information from depositors than others. 5 As a result, we have information on one subset of variables for just about every depositor, like account activity and place of birth, but the information on a different subset of variables (such as name of mother and name of spouse) is incomplete.
For the Irish-born depositors, our student workers spent hundreds of hours researching the depositors' places of birth, making the spelling of place names consistent (using an 1861 guide to Irish place names), and coding the names of civil parishes in which their birthplaces were located (General Alphabetical Index 1861). Because we have the correct civil parish of birth for 90% of the Irish depositors (in this period Ireland had over 2,400 civil parishes, distributed across thirty-two counties), place of birth is now a key variable, as it will help provide new perspectives on the relationship between place of origin in Ireland and occupation, residence in New York, and savings behavior.
We have devoted a great deal of attention to determining the representativeness of our dataset of Irish depositors. Reassuringly, the proportion of depositors who arrived in the U.S. before the onset of the Famine in 1846 (about 25%) matches almost precisely the proportion of the city's Irish-born population that immigrated pre-Famine. In other areas, such as occupation, the depositors match the city's overall population fairly closely but less so than for date of arrival. For example, while 43% of the city's Irish immigrants in 1855
held menial jobs such as day laborer that required no training, only 39% of the bank's depositors worked at such jobs (see Table 1 ). Other questions, such as whether or not the bank's customers represent a cross-section of the city's Irish immigrants in terms of birthplace within Ireland, are difficult to answer due to lack of data.
[ Table 1 here]
Occupational identity, something we have for 85% of the savers in the Depositor File, allows for insight into how these depositors earned a living. 6 We have recorded many aspects of a depositor's occupation, providing an IPUMS code for the initial occupation recorded and classifying occupations into a broad set of 24 categories. 7 When available, we also recorded employment histories: for 34% of the savers, we know if they changed their occupation after they opened their first EISB account, based on tracking them in U.S. census records or city directories. For a sizable fraction of this 34%, we know if they changed jobs a second time or more. These data should prove highly useful in describing occupational mobility for this group of savers. For some depositors, often for those for whom we have employment histories, we also have information on their home address over several decades, from which one can see how much these savers moved around.
What the EISB Records Can Tell Us about Savings, Migration and the Social

Mobility of the Irish Depositors at the EISB
In addition to the wealth of detailed data on savings behavior, this new dataset also offers an opportunity to study several other interesting questions about mid-nineteenth century migration, networks, and economic mobility. In this section we present an overview of the EISB depositors and then focus on the Irish-born depositors to explain how these new data can contribute to different historical literatures.
Almost 95% of the bank's depositors were immigrants. We know the birthplaces of 89% of them, as shown in Table 2 . A large majority had been born in Ireland, but immigrants from twenty-five other countries were among its depositors. A significant number came from a German state (7.5%), from England (3.5%) or Scotland (1.5%). In a city in which in 1855 about half of the population had been born in the U.S., only 5% of account-holders were native-born. Still, the non-Irish savers are numerous enough in the database to enable us to compare the savings patterns of Irish, the British, the German, and native-born account holders. On this point, it is perhaps surprising to find that while Irish immigrants in the mid-and late 1850s opened accounts sooner after landing than those arriving in 1851 and 1852, non-Irish immigrants opened their accounts more promptly than the Irish throughout.
[ Table 2 here]
A majority of account holders were men, but the relatively high proportion of women (two-fifths) is a fair reflection of the female share in Irish immigration to the U.S. at this time.
The year of arrival of the 81.5% of depositors for whom we have that information is given in Table 3 . More than 30% of all depositors arrived in one of these three years: 1849, 1850, and 1851.
[ Table 3 here]
Savings Behavior
Better understanding of how individuals did or did not save sheds important light on how immigrants fared in their new homeland. Of course, the amount of money an immigrant had on deposit at a savings bank does not tell us everything about their economic circumstances. EISB depositors might have had significant debts (to grocers, to saloonkeepers, to landlords) that would not be reflected in their savings account balances. On the other hand, the bank's customers could have had more money than their bank accounts indicate. EISB depositors could have kept some of their savings at home. They also may have had accounts at other banks, either for diversification of risk (in an era before deposit insurance) or because of the state-mandated $500 limit on deposits (see Olmstead 1976: 62-65) . This regulation was not strictly enforced-some depositors had balances well above the limit; others evaded it by opening multiple accounts that each held $500. Some of them even owned real estate. Thus, the immigrants' bank balances only tell us a part of their economic story. [ Tables 4A and 4B here] For the Irish born, the correlation between the size of the opening deposit in the first account and the highest balance across all accounts is +0.458 or +45.8%, while for all depositors this correlation is only +0.197 or +19.7%. It remains to be seen why these two numbers are so different. 10 Other aspects of depositor behavior being studied include the seasonality of account openings and closures and of deposits and withdrawals, the number of transactions, the duration of accounts, and the influence of proximity to the bank on such behavior. Account ownership is also of interest, and the dataset indicates how many accounts were jointly held or held by a single person, and with respect to joint accounts, what the common relationships were between the joint owners. The role of women, in terms of how many women opened joint accounts, how much they saved, and how many single women held accounts, is particularly interesting. It is clear, for example, that women accumulated somewhat less than men on average and that the lag between arrival and opening an account was greater in the case of female than male immigrants. As Anbinder (2008: 86) has noted, the EISB depositors tended to be more "conservative" than depositors at the largest savings bank of these episodes with our much bigger and richer dataset. This task will involve reexamining the patterns of withdrawals and account closings during these two periods and at the outset of the Civil War, when our dataset reveals a third, albeit smaller, rush to close accounts. In addition, scholars can examine how long it took depositors to react to the panics and how long it took for normal deposit and withdrawal patterns to resume. Our 20% sample of every savings account transaction made at the bank will enable scholars to study depositor behavior in detail. Not only are our data on account histories richer: we also have more precise, GIS-linked data on place of origin in Ireland and residence in New York, which will enrich our analysis of the spatial dimension of these panics.
Economic crises can have a path-dependent effect on the way individuals or their children behave after the fact and how they subsequently think about risktaking and saving. In our own time, we have witnessed the savings rates in the Finally, potential links between other personal characteristics described in the dataset and depositor behavior are worth analyzing. These include country and county of origin, literacy, date of arrival in the United States, marital status, and family size.
Occupations, Saving, and Mobility
The EISB data describe how savings differed by occupation, marital status, gender, nationality, place of origin in Ireland, and place of residence in New York City. We provide several measures of savings behavior such as the sizes of the opening deposit and final withdrawal, the maximum sum on deposit, and the number of transactions. This permits us to address not only issues already familiar in the literature (compare Alter, Goldin, and Rotella 1994), but also quirkier questions such as which savers were more likely to close their accounts before interest payments were due; how did savings behavior differ by place of birth; and what sorts of occupations did "big savers" have? (We define "big savers" as those who increased their initial deposit by a factor of twenty.) 11 On this last question, for example, our preliminary findings are in some ways predictable (doctors, lawyers, and saloon keepers saved more than most other depositors) and in others quite surprising (we find that peddlers and porters also accumulated far more than the typical depositor). In fact, the Irish-born "big savers" included 64 female domestic workers, 40 laborers, 33 clerks, 20 porters, and 20 shoemakers.
We were able to trace the location and occupation of more than a quarter of the Irish-born depositors in 1860 or later. How typical the traced depositors were of account holders as a whole is a moot point-and one that bedevils nominal linkage exercises more generally (Ferrie and Long 2013) . Still, scholars can use this data to further our understanding of American economic mobility during the 1850s and 1860s (compare Thernstrom 1964; Ferrie 1999) . 12 Some may wonder if those who accumulated large sums in the EISB were more likely than others to move? Was there a link between immigrants' saving histories and their subsequent upward (or downward) occupational mobility? Hitherto scholars of migration and mobility history who wrestle with these questions have focused largely on census data. Subject to the standard caveat about survival bias, the information in our dataset will add a new dimension to this literature.
Irish Immigration over Time
Of the Irish immigrants who opened accounts at the EISB in the 1850s, almost 80% had emigrated during or in the wake of the Great Famine, as one can see from Table 3 . The EISB was by no means the biggest savings bank in New
York in the 1850s (Olmstead 1976: 157-61 Tables 5 and 6 illustrate how the emigration experience over time varied markedly across Ireland. In Table 5 , which describes the pattern in six counties (out of thirty-two), one third or more of all depositors from the counties of Cavan and Sligo had left before the Great Famine, a much higher share than in the other four counties. By contrast, the percentage of emigration that occurred during the Famine was much higher for savers from Cork (46.8), Dublin (50.7), Galway (45.8) and Kilkenny (61.4) than from Cavan (31.9) and Sligo (34.4). The cross-county variation, which requires further study, was a product of both established migration patterns and the severity of the Famine.
[ Table 5 here] Table 6 groups clusters of Irish counties by the year of arrival of EISB depositors. The first two columns represent counties, mainly in the province of Ulster, where trans-Atlantic emigration from Ireland was especially significant before the Great Famine. The second represents clusters where this was not the case. Note too from the last two rows that post-1845 emigration was much more common in the counties represented in the last two columns.
[ Table 6 here]
Social Networks
Linking savings account information to U.S. ship passenger records and census records provides an opportunity to capture the social networks that existed between immigrants. It is likely that family members and friends and neighbors influenced each other in various ways. For example, depositors who lived close to each other or had similar occupations may have saved in similar ways. Initial results show that the ability to save was similar among individuals living in the same neighborhoods. Table 7 captures the ability to save as defined by the highest amount on deposit divided by an individual's initial deposit and distinguishes this by ward of residence in New York.
[ Table 7 here]
The coefficient of variation (CV) is a measure of how dispersed data are.
Here the CV of "ability to save" is much higher for all Irish-born (6.171) than in each individual ward, particularly in the First Ward (2.356). Thus Irish-born depositors in the same ward saved in similar ways. 13 Note too, the unsurprising finding that inhabitants of the (low income and heavily Irish) Sixth Ward were more homogeneous in their savings habits than Irish depositors as a whole.
The highly detailed information in the database on residence in both 
Conclusion
The EISB data offer an extraordinary opportunity to study immigrants and their savings behavior in mid-nineteenth century New York. Source: EISB Depositor File. The ability to save is measured by dividing the highest amount on deposit in all accounts on any one day by the initial deposit in an individual's first account.
